# Characteristics of an Ideal Student

**Team Player**
(you realize that personal success is tied to team success)

**Committed to Course**
(you will make Extreme your #1 priority for Winter and Spring quarters)

**Passionate**
(you have a passionate soul, even if it’s not yet dedicated to a specific topic)

**Willing to Try Our Approach**
(you are open to learning and practicing our d.process, regardless of pre-existing knowledge and experience)

**Resourceful**
(you are inspired - not discouraged - by constraints & scarcity of resources)

**Rookie/Veteran Mix**
(we are seeking a healthy balance of students who have experience with content & process and those who don’t)

**Collaborative**
(you look forward to sharing creative experiences with others)

**Self Aware**
(you recognize your own strengths and weaknesses, as well as how you project them)

**Want Experience, Not Just Class**
(you are seeking a deep personal experience and growth, not just units, a grade, or a résumé item)

**Cool Under Pressure**
(you can channel stress and emotions toward focus and progress)

**Driving Desire to Implement**
(you are determined to make your project a reality)

**Introvert/Extrovert Mix**
(we are seeking a healthy balance of personalities)

---

We consider these traits to be critical because of their impact on your personal experience, your teammates’ experience, and the impact of your project on the communities we serve.